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On the llackey topology of Orlicz sequence spaces 
L. .Drewnowski and II* Hawrocki 
The Mackey topology of a topological veotor space £ « (£f t ) 
is the strongest locally convex topology fi which produces the 
same continuous linear functionals as the original topology * 
of E. If E. is an F—space (i.e. metrlzable and complete) f then 
fi is easily seen to be the strongest locally convex topology 
on £ which Is weaker than * (of. t5])« In this case <u 13 
metrlzable* The completion £ of (Ef(u) is an F— space which 
we call the Mac&ey-completion of £• 
H. J. Kalton [2] has shown that the Uackey-completion /^ 
of a separable" Orlicz sequence space Xf is the Orlicz space JL& 
where <p is the Orlics function which coincides with <p on 
Llf °°) and is the largest convex function <y> on [0,1J. 
Ye present now some results about the Hackee-completions of 
non-separable Orlicz sequence spaces (cf« Til)* 
By an Orlicz function we mean a function <f trof
<x))-^[0t
c>0) 
which is non-decreasing, strictly positive and left-continuous 
on (0f°o)f and continuous, at 0 with cp(0) * 0. The Orlicz 
sequence space jLy> is the vector space of scalar sequences x • 
(x^) such that S <f( I £ x^l) <:<*=> for some e > Of with the 
linear topology A<p defined by the F-norm 
l x l f » inf { £>0t Z ^('a^l/f: )< £ } . 
The Min.kows.fci functional p^, of the absolutely convex absorbing 
subset lCy>m {x • (xft)t 21 ipOx^l)^***} of ^u> is a continuous 
semi norm on £<p • 
¥e denote by (JL^ , C7Ty> the Mackey topology on £<f> and the 
topology defined on. Xip by p«p 9 respectively. 
Theorem 1t 
^ t f - sup{ *$|jj ,it<p} • 
Hence ( £wt <&?) i s normable. 
Theorem 2s Let y? f y be Orlicz functions. 
The following conditions are equivalent: 
») Jtu>r\£y i s a dense subset of Ay . 
&) Xy, <=- J^* k^ . 
o) There exist c > 09 d > 0 and « Q > 0 such that each 
w e T09wo] can he written as w « u -.- v (u9 v ̂  0) so that 
cp(cu) - y(2v) ̂  dqv(w). 
It is not difficult to prove that if iy » y 9 then the 
condition e) holds with any wQ > 09 o - 1f d «• 3. Hence we have 
Corollaryt Tor every Orlicz function cD , Jt^ is a dense 
subset of Jg . 
If fx^m ^(f\n 9 then Xif may be identified in a natural 
way with J$ . * 
Theorem 3s The following conditions are equivalents 
a) ^iy-« Ztpli^ 
b) There exist a > 09 h > 0 and t Q > 0 such that 
Cf(2t) ̂  a max{cp(t)9 (p(bt)} for t e CO,^"]. 
¥e can construct an Orlicz function which is non-Z^t nonequi— 
valent to any convex Orlicz function and yet satisfies h ) . 
Our last result says that if the condition a) fails, then 
cannot he naturally treated as a sequence space. 
Propositions If ^*f / ^T'i«p » then the Identity map 
Is (^<p»<Uy>)—*co ^ 
does not extend to a continuous linear injection from Jt<p into 
cj, where CJ is the F—space of all scalar sequences. 
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